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MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITIONS 

AND RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 
 

Year Ended December 31, 2013 
 
This Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Conditions and Results of Operations (“MD&A”) 
of Fortune Minerals Limited (“Fortune” or the “Company”) is dated March 28, 2014 and should be read in 
conjunction with the Company’s Annual Audited Consolidated Financial Statements and the notes thereto for the 
year ended December 31, 2013, prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards 
(“IFRS”). This discussion contains certain forward-looking information and is expressly qualified by the cautionary 
statement at the end of this MD&A.  All dollar amounts are presented in Canadian dollars unless indicated 
otherwise. 
 
SELECTED ANNUAL INFORMATION 
 

 2013 2012 2011 
Net income (loss) (44,331,418) (6,877,881) 3,701,544 
Basic and fully diluted income (loss) per common share (0.33) (0.06) 0.03 
Total assets 114,491,206 149,571,370 156,048,730 
Debt- short term 2,999,526 2,996,725 2,973,228 

 
 

SUMMARY OF QUARTERLY RESULTS 
 
The following table provides selected consolidated financial information that is derived from the unaudited interim 
consolidated financial statements and audited consolidated financial statements of the Company. 
 
 2013 2012 

 
Dec-31 Sep-30 

 
Jun-30 Mar-31 Dec-31 Sep-30 Jun-30 Mar-31

Net income (loss) (1) (41,019,135) (657,471) (1,024,235) (1,630,577) (4,726,705) (603,019) (548,447) (999,710)
Basic and fully 
diluted income (loss) 
per common share(2) 

 
(0.27) 

 
— 

 
(0.01) (0.01) (0.04) 

 
(0.01) 

 

 
— 
 

(0.01) 
 

 
Notes: 
(1) The Company does not currently have revenue.  Interest and other income is included in other items on the consolidated statements of net 

income (loss), comprehensive income (loss), and deficit.  
(2) The sum of quarterly loss per common share for any given period may not equal the year-to-date amount due to rounding. 
 

OVERVIEW  
 
Fortune’s vision is to be a recognized expert in developing, mining and processing precious and specialty minerals 
projects.  Supporting the vision is Fortune’s mission to profitably produce precious and specialty metals and coal 
products to meet the needs of our customers and partners by attracting and developing a superior team of people 
motivated to acquire, explore, develop, mine and reclaim resource properties in a safe and responsible manner.   
 
Fortune has a successful history of discovery and acquisitions to assemble a portfolio of world class mineral 
deposits.  The Company’s most significant assets are its 80% interest in the Arctos Anthracite Project in northwest 
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British Columbia (“Arctos”) and its wholly owned NICO gold-cobalt-bismuth-copper project in the Northwest 
Territories (“NICO”).  The value Fortune offers includes: diversified assets with significant investments already 
made to advance development; projects located in Canada, a mining-friendly, politically stable country; two 
development projects providing participation in commodities of critical importance to a growing world economy 
including gold, cobalt, bismuth, copper, and metallurgical coal; and a production plan that offers a different risk 
profile than pure exploration companies. 
 
Fortune has assembled an experienced team that is working towards a common goal of unlocking the value of its 
Arctos and NICO projects, by advancing them toward commercial production, while also minimizing the risks 
associated with their development.  Fortune is committed to developing its projects in a socially and 
environmentally responsible manner. 
  
During 2013, Fortune received a Bronze Level award for its work in Progressive Aboriginal Relations (“PAR”) by 
the Canadian Council for Aboriginal Business (“CCAB”).  The PAR program is the first and only corporate 
responsibility assurance program in the world with an emphasis on aboriginal relations. The Company has worked 
with guidance and support from the CCAB to document practices, policies and behaviours that quantify and validate 
the Company's commitment to positive and progressive aboriginal relations.  The Company is committed to open 
and constructive dialog with aboriginal communities and will continue to make every effort to increase aboriginal 
employment and business through its human resources and supply chain policies.   
 
The Company is forming strategic relationships in order to supply key partners and markets for Fortune’s 
commodities.  During 2011, Fortune and Fortune Coal Limited (“FCL”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Fortune, 
entered into an agreement (the “Agreement”) with POSCO Canada Ltd. and POSCO Klappan Coal Ltd. 
(“POSCAN”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of POSCO Canada Ltd., to advance Arctos to production through an 
unincorporated joint venture, the Arctos Anthracite Joint Venture (“Arctos JV”).  POSCO Canada Ltd.’s parent 
company, POSCO, is based in South Korea and is one of the world's largest steel producers.  Pursuant to the 
Agreement, POSCAN acquired a 20% interest in Arctos.  See Fortune’s news release dated July 13, 2011 for 
highlights of the Agreement. 
  
As part of the Agreement and as contemplated by a technical report entitled “Technical Report on the 2012 Update 
of the Arctos Anthracite Project Mine Feasibility Study” dated November 28, 2012 filed on SEDAR at 
www.sedar.com by the Company under National Instrument 43-101 (the “Arctos Feasibility Study”), the Arctos JV 
partners approved a program and budget focused on advancing Arctos to production as quickly as possible and this 
program is underway.  The initial budget is focused on engaging with native and other local communities and 
building stakeholder support for Arctos, securing permits, and conducting additional environmental studies and 
detailed engineering to support permitting and mine planning. During the year ended December 31, 2013, the 
Company undertook the following activities as part of the initial program and budget: 
 

• Submitted a revised Project Description for the Arctos Project to the British Columbia Environmental 
Assessment Office ("BCEAO") and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency ("CEAA").  This 
revised Project Description is based on the current development plan that includes extending the Dease 
Lake railway line in northwest British Columbia (“BC”) 150 km to the proposed mine along the existing 
railway roadbed. The mine plan has also been amended to reflect a three million tonne per annum 
production rate and to include modifications to reduce environmental impacts. The CEAA has accepted the 
Project Description; 

• Received from the BCEAO a Section 10 order that determined that the project is reviewable and requires 
an environmental assessment (“EA”) to proceed.  The BCEAO had also submitted a request to the CEAA 
for "substitution", which would streamline the EA process under a single regulatory body in BC, making 
the EA more efficient with the elimination of unnecessary duplication.  On May 31, 2013, CEAA granted 
substitution of the EA to the BCEAO.  The BCEAO has convened a Working Group which consists of First 
Nations representatives and various government subject matter experts. The first meeting of the Working 
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Group took place in 2013 and the next meeting is expected to take place at the beginning of the second 
quarter of 2014.  Public commentary is expected in the second half of 2014; 

• Continued environmental, permitting, community and government relations activities to assist with 
advancing the Arctos EA process and community relations activities.  To advance the EA process, the 
Company is conducting additional environmental baseline work required, primarily along the rail route and 
mine site;   

• Continued activities to enhance relationships with key groups, including impacted local communities and 
First Nations, government regulators and other interested parties;   

• Continued to seek opportunities to work with representatives from the Tahltan Nation;  
• Held numerous meetings and discussions with representatives from the Gitxsan Nation; 
• Hired an additional Community Liaison, who will work closely with individuals from the communities 

surrounding the project to help communicate the Company's plans for the project and to help identify and 
address any questions or issues raised.  In addition, an Environmental Relationships Manager was hired to 
actively manage the environmental communications aspect of the project; 

• Opened a 32-person field camp in July 2013 at the Arctos site to support the collection of additional 
environmental baseline information for the EA process.  The 2013 summer field program was focused 
more on the proposed railway extension and to address gaps and update the mine baseline data to support 
permitting and detailed engineering design.  The fieldwork included a drilling program to support 
geochemical, hydrogeological and geotechnical studies, baseline data acquisition at both the proposed mine 
location and rail line and archaeological studies. 
 

Towards the end of the 2013 summer field program, the Company faced disruptive and damaging protests at the 
project site.  While the Company remains 100% committed to developing the project and its development is 
consistent with the 2000 Cassiar Iskut-Stikine Land Resource Management Plan, Fortune voluntarily ceased its 
summer field program activities early and withdrew from the project site for several months.  The withdrawal 
decision was made to support a new course of mediation between the Government of British Columbia and Tahltan 
Central Council to resolve issues that have impacted work in and around the Arctos project site.  The Company has 
taken this measure to allow the two parties to discuss land and resource management issues without the pressure of 
protests taking place on or near the project site.  Only periodic helicopter-supported environmental monitoring and 
maintenance will continue to take place during mediation. 
 
Based on the 2012 Arctos Feasibility Study, the funding required to construct both the Lost Fox Mine at Arctos and 
railway infrastructure was estimated at $788.6 million, which would result in POSCAN making a contribution to the 
Arctos JV of $157.7 million, or 20%, with Fortune's contribution being $630.9 million, or 80%.  Based on an 
assumed financing scenario of 70% debt and 30% equity, Fortune's equity requirement was estimated to be $189 
million over the life of the construction phase based on the 2012 Arctos Feasibility study.  Fortune plans to continue 
discussions with potential debt and equity providers, including potential additional strategic partners, with the aim of 
achieving a fully financed, permitted project. 
 
Fortune continues to advance its wholly-owned NICO project and the Company’s business activities in 2013 to date 
were focused on critical path activities required to advance permitting and financing for the development of NICO 
and its related hydrometallurgical process facility, the Saskatchewan Metals Processing Plant (“SMPP”) as 
contemplated by a technical report entitled “Technical Report and Updated Mineral Reserve Estimate and Front-
End Engineering & Design (FEED) Study on the NICO Gold-Cobalt-Bismuth Deposit, Mazenod Lake Area, 
Northwest Territories, Canada” dated July 2, 2012 (the “2012 FEED Study”) filed on SEDAR at www.sedar.com 
by the Company under National Instrument 43-101.  In support of permitting and financing initiatives for NICO, the 
Company undertook the following activities during the year ended December 31, 2013:  
 

• Obtained approvals for the NICO mine and mill.  On January 25, 2013, the Mackenzie Valley Review 
Board (“Review Board”) completed its Report of Environmental Assessment and Reasons for Decisions 
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(“Report”) for the Minister of Aboriginal Affairs and Northern Development Canada (“AANDC”) and 
recommended approval of the mine and mill for the NICO project.  The Review Board concluded that a full 
environmental review of the NICO mine and mill is not necessary and that it should proceed to the 
regulatory phase for approvals subject to the measures set out in its Report.  The Report and 
recommendation was submitted to the Minister of AANDC and to the Tlicho Government for approval.  
The Company achieved a major milestone by obtaining approval from the federal and Tlicho governments 
on July 17 and 18, respectively.  As a result, the NICO mine and mill progressed to the licensing and 
permitting phase, which is in process with an estimated completion date of mid-2014 based on the Review 
Board planned timeline; 

• Entered into an agreement on June 27, 2013 with Procon Resources Inc. (“Procon”), a full-service mining 
contracting company headquartered in Vancouver, Canada, pursuant to which the Company received a 
strategic investment of $11.7 million.  This transaction saw Procon buy 29.25 million newly issued shares 
for a 19.4% stake in Fortune.  Fortune is using the proceeds of the private placement to advance the NICO 
project and for general working capital purposes; 

• Received on July 3, 2013 a Tlicho Land Access Agreement permit, one of the first permits issued under the 
Tlicho Government’s new Land Use Plan Law that came into effect on June 1, 2013.  The permit allows the 
Company to complete geotechnical and other work needed for detailed engineering for the NICO Project 
Access Road (“NPAR”) pending financing of this activity.  The Company is advancing discussions with 
the Tlicho Government towards completing agreements on the NICO development; 

• Continued engineering and metallurgical test work updates based on additional market data on customer 
needs related to various forms of metal products, and First Nations input, with trade-off and optimization 
studies performed primarily in-house; 

• Completed a feasibility study, for use by potential banks for NICO project financing, based on the 2012 
FEED Study; 

• Held numerous meetings and discussions with representatives from the Tlicho communities and Tlicho 
Government; 

• Conducted site preparations at the NICO site in anticipation of commencing early work construction 
activities, subject to project financing and receipt of all applicable permits and permissions; 

• Filed the final Environmental Impact Study (“EIS”) for the SMPP with the Saskatchewan Environmental 
Assessment Branch (“SEAB”).  The EIS and associated documentation was posted for public comment and 
followed by the SEAB’s recommendation to the Saskatchewan Minister of Environment and on February 
11, 2014, the Minister of Environment for the Province of Saskatchewan accepted the SEAB’s 
recommendation and approved the Company’s proposed SMPP, subject to certain conditions.  With this 
approval, the Company is now completing the process of rezoning its land with the Rural Municipality of 
Corman Park. 

 
In January 2014, Fortune was approved for a Staging (Interim) Land Use Permit for the NICO mine.  This permit 
allows Fortune to conduct land-based early works at the mine site including staging of equipment and site 
preparation activities prior to the issuance of the full mine permits anticipated to be received mid-year. 
 
Fortune’s engagement with Deloitte & Touche Corporate Finance Canada Inc. (“Deloitte”) to assist with securing 
additional financing through strategic partners to support the development of NICO and Arctos has continued 
throughout 2013 and activities with respect to this process are ongoing.  The goal is to secure some or all of the 
required project financing to achieve commercial production for both projects while also securing additional 
significant strategic partners.  The Company believes that funding its flagship projects through strategic partner 
investments and relationships is an attractive method of financing that will minimize equity dilution and maximize 
shareholder value given current share price trends in the capital markets.  Strategic relationships, such as with 
POSCO and Procon, provide additional value from their support of the development of our projects, provide access 
to additional customer and government relationships, introduce opportunities for additional financing support and 
validate the quality and significance of the Company’s world-class assets. 
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RESULTS OF OPERATIONS 
 
Summary 
 
The Company’s net loss for the three and twelve-month periods ended December 31, 2013 was $41,019,135 and 
$44,331,418, respectively, or $0.27 and $0.33 per share compared to $4,726,705 and $6,877,881 or $0.04 and $0.06 
per share for the same periods in the prior year.  
 
In 2012, the net loss of $6,877,881 was primarily attributed to the Company recording an impairment charge of 
$5,431,239 against surface facilities assets in mining properties as a result of changes made during the fourth quarter 
to the detailed engineering and planning related to the use of certain assets at NICO.  The Company previously 
acquired these assets as part of the Golden Giant mine asset acquisition in 2008 for future use at NICO, however as 
a result of changes to the project and mine plan, management decided to sell the assets that would no longer be 
utilized at NICO.  These assets were written down to their estimated recoverable amount and were reclassified as 
assets held for sale. The recoverable amount was based on management’s estimate of fair value less costs to sell 
using current market prices for the assets.  A further impairment charge of $8,745,263 was recorded in 2013 against 
these same assets as the project and mine plan evolved and decisions were made to sell certain assets.  An 
impairment charge of $35,040,177 was also recognized in 2013 on the NICO project (see “Other Income and 
Charges” section for further discussion). 
 
Expenses 
 
Expenses increased in 2013 to $4,498,194 compared to $4,089,713 in 2012.   
 
The increase year over year is primarily attributable to the following: 

• Increase in stock-based compensation expense during 2013 as a result of 3,120,000 options being granted 
in 2013 compared to 385,000 options during the same period in 2012.  This was due to a change in the 
timing of an annual review of stock-based compensation for employees and directors, which moved from 
the fourth quarter of a fiscal year to the first quarter of the following fiscal year to coincide with the annual 
compensation reviews. 
 

The above increases are offset by the following decreases: 
• Decrease in salary and benefit costs and other various administrative expenditures as employee and 

management personnel spent relatively more time working directly on the projects, NICO and Arctos, 
which are capitalized costs;  and 

• Decrease in corporate advisory costs as certain consultant work fees were capped.  
   

Below is a summary of the estimated fair value of stock options granted for the years ended December 31, 2013 and 
2012:  

 2013 2012 
Options granted during the year 3,120,000 385,000 
Total estimated fair value $936,930 $148,660 
Average fair value per option $0.30 $0.39 
Allocated to:   
     Stock-based compensation expense $553,320 $47,620 
     Exploration and development expenditures $356,340(1) $87,365(1) 
     Capital assets within mining properties $27,270 $13,675 

(1) In 2013 the Company recovered $38,858 [2012 - $9,761] of this value, representing POSCAN’s 20% share in the Arctos JV.  
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Other Income and Charges 
 
An impairment charge of $35,040,177 was recognized in 2013, related to the NICO project and was allocated pro-
rata amongst the NICO cash generating units [“CGU”].  The recoverable amounts of the project were measured 
based on fair value less costs to sell [“FVLCS”].  The methodology is discussed further below in the “Critical 
Accounting Estimates” section. 
 
During the first quarter of 2013, an impairment charge of $163,352 was recognized against surface facilities assets 
in mining properties as a result of changes made during the first quarter of 2013 and the fourth quarter of 2012 to the 
detailed engineering and planning related to the use of certain assets at NICO.  The Company previously acquired 
these assets as part of the Golden Giant mine asset acquisition in 2008 for future use at NICO, however as a result of 
the changes to the project and mine plan, management decided to sell assets that will no longer be utilized at 
NICO.  These assets were written down to their estimated recoverable amount and were reclassified as assets held 
for sale. The recoverable amount was based on management’s estimate of fair value less costs to sell using current 
market prices for the assets.  Additional impairment charges of $8,581,911 were assessed as at December 31, 2013 
due to further changes to engineering and execution plans in the fourth quarter of 2013 resulting in certain used 
equipment assets no longer required. 
 
Interest income for the year ended December 31, 2013 was $126,422 compared to $156,575 for the year ended 
December 31, 2012.  The decrease is due to lower cash and cash equivalents held year over year on balance.   
 
During the year ended December 31, 2013, a gain on flow-through share premium of $127,000 was recognized 
compared to $897,350 for the same period in 2012, as a result of expenditures incurred that were previously 
renounced through flow-through shares issued in the prior year.  The gain is calculated as the difference between the 
market price of the Company’s shares on the day the flow-through financings closed and the price that the investors 
paid for the shares.   
 
The Company has an operating bank account in United States dollars (“$US”) to pay certain United States vendors 
and to receive $US payments as well as to manage the timing of conversion of Canadian dollars to $US, or vice 
versa.  Foreign exchange gains (losses) recognized for the year ended December 31, 2013 and 2012, related to the 
balance in the operating account, were $55,833 and ($19,252), respectively.   
 
During the third quarter of 2013, the Company sold the rights to its Camsell River lease for $25,000 and a 1% net 
smelter royalty, generating a gain of $20,396. 
 
Deferred Taxes 
 
The Company recognized a deferred income tax recovery of $3,624,600 for the year ended December 31, 2013 
compared to a recovery of $1,638,500 for the year ended December 31, 2012.  The 2013 deferred income taxes 
include a provision of $558,000 for renunciation of flow-through eligible expenditures and $8,701,000 for valuation 
allowance.  The 2013 recovery results from the recognition of $12,670,000 for deferred tax recoveries resulting from 
the net loss before taxes, $34,000 for non-taxable flow-through share premiums and $301,000 for investment tax 
credits on pre-production mining expenditures recorded during the period.  The 2012 recovery results from for the 
recognition of $2,262,000 for deferred tax recoveries resulting from the net loss before taxes, $237,000 for non-
taxable flow-through share premiums and $209,000 for investment tax credits on pre-production mining 
expenditures recorded during the period.  The Company’s deferred tax liability has arisen principally from the 
increasing difference between book and tax values of its assets resulting from the renunciation of tax deductions to 
investors of flow-through shares offset partially by increasing deferred tax assets for net operating loss carry 
forwards and unused investment tax credits on pre-production costs, net of tax.  
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Cash Flow 
 
Cash used in operating activities during 2013 was $2,649,304 compared to $2,872,975 in 2012.  The operating 
activities before changes in non-cash working capital used cash of $2,592,369 and $2,811,665 in 2013 and 2012, 
respectively.  The decreased use of cash in operating activities, before changes in non-cash working capital, is 
primarily related to small decreases in salary and benefit costs and other various administrative expenses in the year 
compared to 2012, as discussed above in the “Expenses” section.   
 
Cash used in investing activities increased to $14,355,776 from $12,290,873 when comparing the year ended 
December 31, 2013 to 2012.  Exploration and evaluation expenditures of $13,975,717 and the purchase of plant and 
equipment and capital assets of $526,267 represent the cash used in investing activities for the year ended December 
31, 2013.  These expenditures were offset slightly by proceeds of $146,700 received during the same period from 
the sale of assets previously classified as held for sale.  Exploration and evaluation expenditures were focused 
primarily on permitting, environmental activities and community relations and consultation for Arctos and NICO as 
described in the “Overview” section.  The purchase of plant and equipment and capital assets related primarily to 
storage and insurance costs on surface facilities held in staging locations, additions of corporate assets to support the 
growth of the Company and costs related to future development of the proposed SMPP. 
 
As a result of the Company’s current strategy related to its principal projects, exploration and evaluation cash 
expenditures incurred by Fortune on its properties during the three and twelve months ended December 31, 2013 
were $3,858,951 and $13,975,717, respectively, and were spent on the projects as follows: 
 

 
Three months ended 

December 31, 2013 
Year ended

December 31, 2013
NICO $ 2,585,041 $  6,057,845
Arctos 1,273,863 7,939,401
All Other Projects  47 (21,529)
Total cash exploration and evaluation expenditures $ 3,858,951 $13,975,717
 
The negative cash expenditures for All Other Projects relate primarily to proceeds received on the sale of Camsell 
River leases of $25,000. 
 
For comparison, exploration and evaluation expenditures incurred by Fortune on its properties during the three and 
twelve months ended December 31, 2012 were $1,981,528 and $10,315,094, respectively, and were spent on the 
projects as follows: 
 

Three months ended 
December 31, 2012 

Year ended 
December 31, 2012

NICO $    526,627 $  5,329,629
Arctos 1,454,656 4,981,520
All Other Projects 245 3,945
Total cash exploration and evaluation expenditures $ 1,981,528 $  10,315,094
 
Exploration and evaluation expenditures for the three and twelve months ended December 31, 2013 were higher 
compared to the same periods in 2012, primarily as a result of increased expenditures on Arctos.  Expenditures on 
Arctos and NICO in 2013 reflect increased permitting, environmental and community relations activities as outlined 
in the “Overview” section.  For NICO, the prior year includes non-recurring costs of pilot plant tests for the 
production of cobalt sulphate and costs associated with the completion of the 2012 FEED Study. 
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Net cash provided by financing activities during the year ended December 31, 2013 was $11,004,108 and relates to 
the strategic investment by Procon pursuant to which it purchased 29.25 million shares at $0.40 for total gross 
proceeds of $11.7 million.  The proceeds received from the private placement were offset by financing costs of 
$695,892.  Net cash used in financing activities for the year ended December 31, 2012 was $1,975,155 and related 
principally to 4,200,000 common shares issued pursuant to two private placement flow-through share financings 
completed in late 2012. 
 
Below is a summary of common shares issued and net cash proceeds from financing activities for the years ended 
December 31, 2013 and 2012: 
 

 

2013 2012 
Shares/Warrants 

Issued 
Cash Proceeds 
and Costs, Net 

Shares/Warrants 
Issued 

Cash Proceeds 
and Costs, Net 

# $ # $ 
Common shares issued during the 
year 

    

     Private offerings 29,250,000 11,700,000 4,200,000 2,100,000 
     Share issuance costs - (695,892) - (124,845) 
Total  29,250,000 11,004,108 4,200,000 1,975,155 
Average proceeds per share issued  0.38  0.47 
 
LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES 
 
As at December 31, 2013, Fortune had cash and cash equivalents of $13,412,020 and a working capital balance of 
$10,234,957.  Of the total consolidated cash, $1,662,853 represents Fortune’s 80% share of cash from the Arctos JV. 
 
The following is a summary of contractual obligations for the next five years and thereafter: 
 

 Payments Due by Period
Contractual Obligations  

Total
Less than
1 year

1 - 3 
years

4 - 5 
years 

After 
5 years

Current Debt  3,000,000 3,000,000 - - - 
Capital Contribution Liability 16,000,000 - 16,000,000 - - 
Total Contractual Obligations 19,000,000 3,000,000 16,000,000 - - 

 
The current debt is due on August 31, 2014.  The capital contribution liability represents the contractual obligation 
under the Arctos JV Agreement, due by December 31, 2015.   
 
The Company invests its surplus cash in low risk, liquid investments, which typically have low yields but hold their 
value during times of market uncertainty.  The Company’s principal operational objectives for 2013 were obtaining 
the necessary permits and financing for Arctos and NICO, which includes the NICO mine and mill in the Northwest 
Territories and the SMPP in Saskatchewan, securing strategic partners and other financing arrangements to support 
the development of NICO and Arctos.  With the existing working capital at December 31, 2013, which includes a 
portion of the cash obtained upon the closing of the Arctos JV agreement with POSCAN in 2011, and the strategic 
investment from Procon, the Company has sufficient cash to conduct certain critical path activities in 2014; 
however, the Arctos project requires further funding during 2014 or risks delays and additional financing will be 
required to advance the NICO and Arctos projects through to production.  The Company regularly reviews its 
planned activities relative to available funding and prioritizes activities based on what is required to complete 
critical path activities and budgets accordingly.  In addition to contractual obligations noted, non-discretionary 
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budget commitments required to keep current mining leases for NICO and coal licenses for Arctos in good standing 
consist of annual payments of $12,700 and $164,110, respectively.  The Company’s current environmental 
reclamation obligations as defined by government regulators are fully secured by cash held in accounts with a large 
Canadian financial institution.   As indicated above, additional financing is required to construct the mine 
infrastructure and processing facilities, to acquire additional equipment for the NICO and Arctos projects and to 
fund the capital contribution liability for the Arctos JV.  Obtaining Poscan as a joint venture partner for Arctos in 
2011 and the Procon investment made during the third quarter of 2013 were examples of funding provided by 
strategic partners.  Other potential sources for future funding include but are not limited to equity financing, project 
financing, off-take and royalty agreements, additional strategic partnerships, mergers and acquisitions.  The 
Company continues to evaluate its alternatives with a view to executing a financing plan suitable to fund its 
transformation into a producer and minimize potential dilution to shareholders.  The engagement entered into with 
Deloitte, as described above, is another activity management is currently undertaking to find strategic financing 
solutions. 
 
OUTLOOK 
 
The Company’s principal objective is to achieve successful commercial production for its flagship projects.  The 
Company's activities in pursuit of its objectives are subject to many risks as discussed under the heading “Risks and 
Uncertainties” below.  The most significant risks to meeting its objective in the targeted time frame continues to be 
permitting and financing.  These risks arise primarily from external parties such as government regulators, First 
Nations and investors who have significant influence over the outcome of the Company's efforts.  Accordingly, 
management has sought and continues to seek proactively ways to address risks in its business model and has 
developed appropriate strategies to move forward by focusing expenditures on critical path activities in a socially 
and environmentally responsible manner.  
   
 The next major milestones to achieve on the path forward for the Arctos project are: 
 

• the receipt of all necessary environmental and mine permits and certificates required for production at the 
mine site and for development of the railway to the port of Prince Rupert in British Columbia; 

• complete agreements with the Tahltan Nation related to the mine development; 
• complete a financing plan with potential debt and equity providers to fully fund the Company’s share of 

development and construction costs for the Arctos JV; 
• complete agreements with the Gitxsan Nation related to the rail infrastructure development; and 
• advance engineering on critical infrastructure related to rail development and power supply. 

 
During 2013, the Company focused efforts on the Arctos EA process, continued relationship development with key 
parties including the Tahltan and Gitxsan First Nations and worked to identify and explore opportunities with 
additional strategic partners through the Deloitte engagement. 
 
Major milestones to achieve on the path forward for the development of the NICO mine site and SMPP include: 
 

• the receipt of all necessary environmental licenses and permits for the NICO mine site in the Northwest 
Territories and the SMPP site in Saskatchewan; 

• completing with the Tlicho Government an agreement on the NPAR and an Impact and Benefits 
Agreement; 

• identifying and engaging strategic partners to support the development of the NICO project site and the 
SMPP, by helping to arrange or provide some or all of the project financing, evaluating potential 
transactions and ultimately entering into a strategic arrangement suitable to the Company; 

• completing NPAR agreements; NPAR engineering and route design; and site preparations, including 
construction of laydown areas to receive equipment and material required for early work construction; and 

• commence detailed engineering and procurement activities once financing is secured. 
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During 2013, the Company focused on concurrently advancing the EA processes for NICO and the SMPP through 
to the decision for approval, continued meaningful dialogue with key parties including the Tlicho for developing 
mutually beneficial agreements, and work to identify and explore opportunities to develop additional strategic 
partnerships through the Deloitte engagement.  The Company has made significant progress towards achieving its 
milestones through the Procon strategic investment, the Federal and Tlicho government approvals for the NICO 
mine and mill, receipt of the Staging (Interim) Land Use Permit, and most recently, the ministerial approval of the 
SMPP, which will allow the Company to complete the process of rezoning its land with the Rural Municipality of 
Corman Park. 
  
Activities undertaken during 2013 towards achieving the next major milestones for the NICO and Arctos projects 
will remain the Company’s focus heading into 2014. As it pursues these objectives, the Company will continue to 
prudently manage capital resources and mitigate risks. 
 
TRANSACTIONS WITH RELATED PARTIES 
 
During 2013, the Company paid key management personnel, including officers, directors, or their related entities an 
aggregate of $1,749,085 for consulting and/or management services and legal services.  In addition, stock options 
with a fair value of $513,750, using the Black-Scholes option pricing model, were granted to these individuals 
during the period.  At December 31, 2013, $81,547 was owing to these related parties for services received during 
the period.  

The following table summarizes the amounts paid and payable to related parties and the nature of the payments as at 
December 31, 2013: 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES 
 
Mining Properties Valuation 
The Company continues to consider, on a regular basis, whether indicators exist that suggest that the carrying value 
of its projects is impaired for accounting purposes.  While the market capitalization relative to the carrying value of 

Related
Party Relationship

Paid Payable Paid Payable Paid Payable Paid Payable Granted⁶ Payable Paid Payable
Breukelman, William Director 42,417$     2,083$     45,000$     87,417$        2,083$          
Chen, Shouwu Director 31,917       2,083       45,000       76,917           2,083            
Clouter, Carl ¹ Director 55,500$    4,000$    31,917     2,083     45,000      132,417        6,083          
Currie, James Director 33,417       2,083       45,000       78,417           2,083            
Doumet, George Director 40,917       2,083       45,000       85,917           2,083            
Excell, James Director 41,000       2,500       45,000       86,000           2,500            
Goad, Robin ² President & CEO, Director 310,039   18,090   75,000      385,039        18,090        
Kemp, Julian ³ VP Finance & CFO 270,813   ‐         37,500      308,313        ‐               
Knight, David ⁴ Director 33,417     2,083     401,595$ 8,200$    45,000      480,012        10,283        
Naik, Mahendra Director 155,667     13,333     45,000       200,667        13,333          
Romaniuk, Mike VP Operations & COO 287,168$  20,840$    18,750       305,918        20,840          
Yurkowski, Edward Director 13,304       2,083       22,500       35,804           2,083            
Total 287,168$  20,840$    636,352$  22,090$  423,970$  30,417$  401,595$  8,200$     513,750$  ‐$       2,262,835     81,547          

Stock Options
Business Purpose of Transaction

TotalSalaries and Benefits⁵ Consulting Services Directors' Fees Legal Services

¹  Carl Clouter is President of Clouter Enterprises Limited which provides professional services to the Company.

²  Robin Goad is engaged to provide services of President and Chief Executive Officer of the Company pursuant to an independent consultant 
agreement and does not receive additional compensation for his services as a director.
³  Julian Kemp was engaged to provide services of Vice President Finance and Chief Financial Officer of the Company pursuant to an independent 
consultant agreement.  Julian ceased to be Vice President Finance and Chief Financial Officer effective January 21, 2014.
⁴  David Knight is a partner with the law firm Norton Rose Fullbright Canada LLP, which provides legal services to the Company.
⁵  Salaries and benefits include a base salary plus benefits that are basic in nature, require participants to contribute to the premium costs and 
includes certain co‐pay requirements.
⁶  The value of options granted are calculated using the Black‐Scholes option pricing model.
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the Company’s projects is reviewed, it is not considered a sole indication of impairment.  Given the stage that the 
Company is in, and the volatility of the market, using the share price as a sole indication of impairment is not 
practical, however the Company monitors the magnitude of the gap between the Company market capitalization and 
the project carrying values.  Due to the size of the gap and overall market sentiment of the resource sector at 
December 31, 2013, an impairment analysis was completed on the Company’s NICO CGUs. The recoverable 
amounts of the projects were measured based on FVLCS, determined by discounted cash flow techniques based on 
an after tax discount rate of 8.5% and the following assumptions: 
     

• Management’s best estimate of optimized mine and processing plans; 
• Future operating costs and assessment of capital expenditures of the NICO project CGU; 
• Estimated commodity prices for life of mine, for impairment analysis purposes, based on observable 

market data including spot price and industry analyst consensus as at December 31, 2013; and 
• Revenues and costs incurred in currencies other than the Canadian dollar are translated to Canadian dollar 

equivalents based on long-term forecasts of foreign exchange rates obtained from independent sources of 
economic data. 

 
As a result of the assessment, an impairment charge of $35,040,177 was recognized for the NICO project and was 
allocated pro-rata amongst NICO’s CGU.  In accordance with IFRS, if, subsequent to impairment, an asset’s 
discounted future net cash flows exceeds its book value, the impairment charge previously recognized can be 
reversed.  Any changes to future market conditions and commodity price forecasts may result in impairment, a 
further impairment or a reversal of impairment of any of the Company’s project CGUs. 
 
The Company is of the opinion that conventional measures of valuation prepared in accordance with IFRS do not 
meaningfully demonstrate the future operational profitability and full potential of the Company’s projects.  Below 
are certain factors which management believes further support the carrying values of its projects and are not fully 
reflected in the Company’s market capitalization and project valuation estimates using a FVLCS approach: 
 

• The Company has obtained EA approval for the NICO project and is focused on obtaining all necessary 
permits for the NICO project to proceed, and has plans in place and resources assigned to help achieve this; 

• The Company has obtained a Staging (Interim) Land Use Permit for the NICO mine and anticipates the full 
mine permit to be received mid-2014; 

• The Company is currently focused on obtaining EA approval and permits for the Arctos project and has 
plans in place and resources assigned to help achieve this; 

• Substantive expenditures on the Company’s main projects, NICO and Arctos, are planned and budgeted for 
beyond 2013; 

• A successful arrangement of a joint venture with POSCAN was completed in 2011 to help finance the 
Arctos project through development; 

• The feasibility studies completed to date on NICO and Arctos demonstrate net present values in excess of 
the carrying values of the respective projects;  

• The Company has engaged a financial advisor to assist in securing additional financing through strategic 
partners to support the development of NICO and Arctos; 

• A strategic investment by Procon, completed in 2013, will move the NICO project forward and provides 
additional working capital; and 

• The Company engaged the services of cobalt and bismuth experts to analyze the market as it relates to 
cobalt and bismuth products, results showed great opportunity for the NICO project returns relative to spot 
price. 

  
Interests in Mining Properties and Exploration and Development Expenditures 
In accordance with the Company’s accounting policies, acquisition costs and exploration expenditures relating to 
mineral properties are capitalized until the properties are brought into commercial production or disposed.  
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Amortization will commence when a property is put into commercial production.  As the Company does not 
currently have any properties in commercial production, no amortization has been recorded. 
 
Mineral reserve and mineral resource estimates are not precise and also depend on statistical inferences drawn from 
drilling and other data, which may prove to be unreliable.  Future production could differ from mineral resource 
estimates for the following reasons: 
 

• mineralization or formation could be different from those predicted by drilling, sampling and 
similar tests; 

• the grade of mineral resources may vary from time to time and there can be no assurance that any 
particular level of recovery can be achieved from the mineral resources; and 

• declines in the market prices of contained minerals may render the mining of some or all of the 
Company’s mineral resources uneconomic. 

 
Any of these factors may result in impairment of the carrying amount of interests in mining properties or exploration 
and development expenditures. 
 
Going Concern Assumption 
The recoverability of amounts shown for mineral properties and related exploration and development expenditures is 
dependent upon the economic viability of recoverable reserves, the ability of the Company to obtain the necessary 
permits and financing to complete the development, and future profitable production or proceeds from the 
disposition thereof. 
 
Currently, the Company does not have a source of revenue other than investment income and it has relied, primarily, 
on equity financings and strategic partners to fund its activities.  The Company raised a small amount of debt in 
2009 to supplement equity financings when the cost of equity capital was not acceptable.  Strategic partnership 
funding for Arctos was raised through the transaction with POSCAN in 2011 and in 2013 the Company raised funds 
to advance NICO through the issuance of a private placement with Procon. The Company views additional strategic 
relationships as a potential source for future funding.  The Company may have limited access to capital at an 
acceptable cost to existing shareholders depending on economic conditions from time to time.  The Company had 
positive working capital and cash balances at December 31, 2013 and the Company endeavours to manage the cash 
position prudently though ongoing monitoring of current and future cash and working capital balances relative to 
planned activities. The available capital is sufficient to fund the Company’s critical path activities in 2014 and 
additional expenditures will be dependent on and paced with financing activities during the year. 
 
Deferred Income Taxes 
The Company follows the deferred tax liability method in accounting for income taxes.  Under this method, deferred 
tax assets and liabilities are determined based on differences between the financial reporting and tax bases of assets 
and liabilities, and measured using the substantively enacted tax rates and laws that will be in effect when the 
differences are expected to reverse.  Assessing the recoverability of deferred tax assets requires management to 
make significant estimates related to expectations of future taxable income and substantively enacted tax rates.  Prior 
to 2013, the Company completed feasibility studies and updates thereto for both of its principal projects and is 
undertaking related permitting and financing activities.  The benefit of certain non-capital losses, investment tax 
credits and undeducted share issuance costs of $10,996,000, has been offset by a valuation allowance of $8,948,000 
due to the uncertainty of realizing the benefit of deferred income tax assets in future years.  Deferred tax liabilities of 
$3,787,000 for the book value of exploration and development expenditures and $659,000 for the book value of the 
capital contribution liability in excess of tax value have also been recorded in the consolidated financial statements. 
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Stock Based Compensation, Warrants and Compensation Options  
The Company recognizes an expense for option awards using the fair value method of accounting. The Company 
also records the fair value of warrants granted through private offerings or in lieu of fees and compensation options 
granted using a fair-value estimate.  Management estimates the fair value of stock options, warrants granted through 
private offerings or in lieu of fees, and compensation options using the Black-Scholes model.  The Black-Scholes 
model, used by the Company to calculate fair values, as well as other accepted option valuation models, was 
developed to estimate fair value of freely tradable, fully transferable options and warrants, which may significantly 
differ from the Company's stock option awards or warrant grants.  These models also require four highly subjective 
assumptions, including future stock price volatility and expected time until exercise, which greatly affect the 
calculated values.  Accordingly, management believes that these models do not necessarily provide a reliable single 
measure of the fair value of the Company's stock option awards.  The valuation models are used to provide a 
reasonable estimate of fair value given the variables used. 
 
Asset Retirement Obligations 
Legal or constructive obligations associated with site restoration on the retirement of assets are recognized when 
they are incurred and when a reasonable estimate of the value of the obligation can be made.  While the Company 
has not commenced operations on its mining properties and the principal projects are in the development stage, 
certain site development and exploration activities have occurred that have given rise to a constructive obligation 
related to the reclamation of the sites for both the Arctos and the NICO projects.  As a result, the Company has 
recognized an environmental rehabilitation provision for each project.  Due to the uncertainty around the settlement 
date and measurement of potential asset retirement obligations for the Company’s projects, management considers 
the assumptions used to calculate the present value of such liabilities at each reporting period and updates the value 
recognized as required. 
 
Capital Contribution Liability 
FCL’s capital contribution liability was initially recorded at its estimated present value of $10,856,773 using a 
discount rate of 9% and a contribution date of December 31, 2015.  With accretion, the estimated present value at 
December 31, 2013 is $13,466,880.  Management considers the assumptions used to calculate the present value of 
such liabilities at each reporting period and will update the value recognized as required 
 
Assets Held for Sale 
As a result of changes made during the year to detailed engineering and planning related to the use of certain assets, 
the Company has recognized an impairment loss related to certain assets that are no longer included in the project 
and mine plan.  The Company has determined that the equipment no longer included in the project and mine plan 
will be sold.   Impairment charges of $8,581,911 were recognized in surface facilities under construction in the year 
and $920,292 of these assets have been reclassified as assets held for sale and have been recorded at their estimated 
recoverable amount. 

 
NEW AND FUTURE ACCOUNTING STANDARDS 
 
Effective January 1, 2013, the Company adopted IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement [“IFRS 13”], which was issued 
by the IASB on May 12, 2011.  Fair value is an estimate of the price that would be received by the Company to sell 
an asset, or paid to transfer a liability, in a timely transaction between independent market participants in the 
principal or most advantageous market of the security. IFRS 13, establishes a three-tier hierarchy as a framework for 
measuring fair value based on inputs used to value the Company’s investments, and requires additional disclosure 
about fair value. Inputs refer broadly to the assumptions that market participants would use in pricing the asset or 
liability, including assumptions about risk and these assumptions may be observable or unobservable. The Company 
may use various methods and inputs to measure the fair value of its investments.  
 
IFRS 9 Financial Instruments [“IFRS 9”] was issued by the International Accounting Standards [“IAS”] Board on 
November 12, 2009 and will replace IAS 39 Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement [“IAS 39”].  
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IFRS 9 uses a single approach to determine whether a financial asset is measured at amortized cost or fair value, 
replacing the multiple classification options in IAS 39.  The approach in IFRS 9 is based on how an entity manages 
its financial impairment methods in IAS 39.  In July 2013, the IASB tentatively decided to defer the mandatory 
effective date of IFRS 9.  The Company plans to adopt IFRS 9 on the effective date, once determined, and is 
currently evaluating the impact of this standard on its financial instruments; however, the impact, if any, is not 
expected to be significant. 
 
In May 2013, the IASB issued IFRS Interpretations Committee 21, Levies [“IFRIC 21] which comes into effect for 
annual periods beginning on or after January 1, 2014. The interpretation addresses the accounting for a liability to 
pay a levy if that liability is within the scope of IAS 37 Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, as 
well as addressing what the obligating event is that gives rise to pay a levy and when should a liability be 
recognized. The Company is currently assessing the impact of adopting IFRIC 21 on its consolidated financial 
statements. 
 
In May 2013, the IASB issued amendments to IAS 36, Impairment of Assets [“IAS 36”] which restrict the 
requirement to disclose the recoverable amount of an asset or cash generating unit to periods in which an 
impairment loss has been recognized or reversed. The amendments also expand and clarify the disclosure 
requirements applicable when an asset or cash generating unit’s recoverable amount has been determined on the 
basis of fair value less cost of disposal. The amendments are effective for annual periods beginning on or after 
January 1, 2014 and should be applied retrospectively. The Company is currently assessing the impact of the 
amendments to IAS 36 on its consolidated financial statements, however, the impact, if any, is not expected to be 
significant. 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
 
Fortune is committed to a program of environmental protection at its development projects and exploration sites.  
Fortune was in compliance with government regulations in 2013.  Secured letters of credit have been provided to be 
held against future environmental obligations with respect to Arctos and NICO in the amounts of $307,000, 
representing 100% of the Arctos JV letter of credit, and $245,600, respectively.  Security held is in excess of the 
aggregate amount required. 
 
RISK AND UNCERTAINTIES 
 
The operations of the Company are speculative due to the high-risk nature of its business, which are the acquisition, 
financing, exploration and development of mining properties.  The risks below are not the only ones facing the 
Company.  Additional risks not currently known to the Company, or that the Company currently deems immaterial, 
may also impair the Company’s operations.  If any of the following risks actually occur, the Company’s business, 
financial condition and operating results could be adversely affected. 
 
Nature of Mineral Exploration and Mining 
At the present time, the Company does not hold any interest in a mining property in production.  The Company’s 
viability and potential success is based on its ability to develop, exploit and generate revenue from mineral deposits.  
The exploration and development of mineral deposits involve significant financial risk over a significant period of 
time, which even a combination of careful evaluation, experience and knowledge may not eliminate.  Amounts spent 
on exploration and development activities required to move the projects forward, to date, have been approximately 
$110 million for NICO and prior to selling 20% of its interest in Arctos in July 2011 were approximately $21 
million for Arctos.  Subsequent to closing the Arctos transaction, additional amounts of approximately $17 million 
have been incurred for Arctos, of which the Company has recorded its 80% share. Prior to the Company’s 
acquisition of the Arctos project in 2002, the previous owner expended approximately $65 million towards 
developing the project.  In order to continue developing the projects towards operation and commercial production, 
the Company will be required to make substantial additional capital investments.  It is impossible to ensure that the 
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past or proposed exploration and development programs on the properties in which the Company has an interest will 
result in a profitable commercial mining operation. 
 
The operations of the Company are subject to all of the hazards and risks normally incident to exploration and 
development of mineral properties, any of which could result in damage to life and property, the environment and 
possible legal liability.  The activities of the Company may be subject to prolonged disruptions due to weather 
conditions as a result of the Company’s properties being located in northern Canada.  Specifically, at NICO the 
Company is subject to increased risk relating to the dependence on ice road travel to supply and equip its work 
programs and at Arctos the Company is subject to increased risk relating to the potential damage to the access roads 
resulting from drainage or snow accumulations in mountainous terrain.  While the Company has obtained insurance 
against certain risks in such amounts as it considers adequate, the nature of these risks are such that liabilities could 
exceed policy limits or could be excluded from coverage.  There are also risks against which the Company cannot 
insure or against which it may elect not to insure.  For example, the Company has not obtained environmental 
insurance at its project sites to date and has limited its insured values of its assets to stated amounts approximating 
the estimated cash invested in its capital assets to date.  The potential costs which could be associated with any 
liabilities not covered by insurance or in excess of insurance coverage or associated with compliance with applicable 
laws and regulations may cause substantial delays and require significant capital outlays, adversely affecting the 
future earnings and competitive position of the Company. 
 
Whether a mineral deposit will be commercially viable depends on a number of factors, some of which are the 
particular attributes of the deposit, such as size and grade, proximity to infrastructure, financing costs and 
governmental regulations, including regulations relating to prices, taxes, royalties, infrastructure, land use, importing 
and exporting and environmental protection.  The Company has undertaken activities to reduce certain risks related 
to its major projects through: completion of extensive exploration and drilling programs; completion of numerous 
environmental baseline studies; pilot plant test work and process optimization and verification; and, investing in 
significant engineering studies for the mine planning, mine site buildings and equipment, infrastructure and 
processing facility.  
 
Limited Financial Resources  
The existing financial resources of the Company are not sufficient to bring any of its properties into commercial 
production.  In 2012, the Company updated the economic analysis for NICO, including the capital cost estimates, 
from the 2007 feasibility study to reflect a number of changes, including relocating the hydrometallurgical facility to 
Saskatchewan, process enhancements designed to maximize recovery of metals and plans to produce finished 
metals. Based on the 2012 update, capital costs for NICO and the SMPP are estimated to be approximately $441 
million.  At Arctos, based on the updated feasibility study that was completed in 2012 incorporating the results of 
additional drilling and survey data for the Lost Fox deposit area and updated capital and operating costs, estimated 
capital costs are approximately $789 million.  The Company will need to obtain additional financing from external 
sources and/or find suitable joint venture partners in order to fund the development of Arctos and NICO, including 
the SMPP.  There is no assurance that the Company will be able to obtain such financing or joint venture partners on 
favourable terms or at all.  Failure to obtain financing or joint venture partners could result in delay or indefinite 
postponement of further exploration and development of the Company’s properties. 
 
Dependence on Key Personnel and Limited Management Team 
Fortune is dependent on the services of its senior executives including the President and Chief Executive Officer, 
Vice President Finance and Chief Financial Officer and Vice President Operations and Chief Operating Officer, and 
over a dozen full time equivalent skilled and experienced employees and consultants.  The loss of any such 
individuals could have a material adverse effect on Fortune’s operations.  Fortune will need to supplement its 
existing management team in order to bring any of its projects into production.  
 
Fluctuating Prices 
Factors beyond the control of the Company may affect the marketability of coal, cobalt, bismuth, gold, copper or 
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any other minerals discovered at its projects.  The range in market prices, over the last five years, for the 
commodities at NICO are as follows: annual average gold prices have ranged from a low of US$973/oz in 2009 to a 
high of US$1,669/oz in 2012; annual average cobalt prices have ranged from a low of US$13.20/lb (2013) to a high 
of US$20.56/lb (2010); annual average copper prices have ranged from a low of US$2.36/lb (2009) to a high of 
US$3.99/lb (2011); annual average bismuth prices have ranged from a low of US$7.53/lb (2009) to a high of 
US$11.62/lb (2011).  For anthracite coal at Arctos, market prices of metallurgical coal of this quality are less readily 
available.  However, based on spot prices and trend setting contracts entered into by certain metallurgical coal 
producers, it is believed that over the last five years ultra-low volatile pulverized coal injection (“ULV PCI”) coal 
prices have ranged from approximately US$120/tonne to US$275/tonne and coking coal prices have ranged from 
approximately US$130/tonne to US$330/tonne.  The commodity prices have fluctuated widely and are affected by 
numerous factors beyond the Company’s control such as the economic downturn observed in 2008 and 2009, 
commodity supply shortages, weather events, political instability and changes in exchange and interest rates. The 
effect of these factors cannot accurately be predicted.  Further, there is opportunity for the product mix of cobalt and 
bismuth from the NICO project to be adjusted to produce products with varying prices depending on the market.  
 
Permits and Licenses 
The operations of the Company require licenses and permits from various governmental authorities.  The Company 
believes that it presently holds all necessary licenses and permits required to carry out the activities it is currently 
conducting under applicable laws and regulations and the Company believes it is presently complying in all material 
respects with the terms of such licenses and permits.  However, such licenses and permits are subject to change in 
regulations and in various operating circumstances.  In 2013 the Review Board completed its EA by issuing its 
Report that included their recommended approval of the NICO mine and mill, subject to the measures set out in the 
Report.  The Report and recommendation was submitted to the Minister of AANDC for approval and signature, as 
well as to the Tlicho Government.  Approval was obtained by the Minister and the Tlicho Government in July 2013, 
which allows the NICO project to progress to the licensing and permitting phase of the process.  The Company has 
also entered the EA process for the SMPP in Saskatchewan in order to obtain the necessary permits required for 
operating the facility.  In late 2013, the Company filed the final Environmental Impact Study (“EIS”) for the SMPP 
with the Saskatchewan Environmental Assessment Branch (“SEAB”).  The EIS was posted for public comment and 
was followed by the SEAB’s recommendation to the Saskatchewan Minister of Environment.  Subsequent to year 
end, on February 11, 2014, the Saskatchewan Minister of Environment accepted the SEAB’s recommendation and 
approved the Company’s proposed SMPP, subject to certain conditions.  With this approval, the Company is now 
completing the process of rezoning its land with the Rural Municipality of Corman Park.  In addition, the Company 
is continuing activities to assist with the advancing the Arctos EA process.  Subject to receiving environmental 
certificates and approvals, the Company will be required to apply and obtain mining permits in order to build and 
operate a mine.  There can be no assurance that the Company will be able to obtain all licenses and permits required 
to carry out future exploration, development and mining operations at its projects. 
 
Competition 
The mineral exploration and mining business is competitive in all its phases.  The Company competes with 
numerous other companies and individuals, including other resource companies with greater financial, technical and 
other resources than the Company, in the search for and the acquisition of attractive mineral properties, the 
acquisition of mining equipment and related supplies and the attraction and retention of qualified personnel.  The 
Company will be constrained in its ability to manage the cost of salaries at NICO and the SMPP during construction 
and operations as Fortune may be competing for labour with the much larger diamond mining companies operating 
in the Northwest Territories and potash companies operating in Saskatchewan, respectively.  Similar competition 
may exist in British Columbia during construction and operations of Arctos as there are other mining projects 
progressing in the region. The Company’s current estimate is that more than 1,000 additional employees will need to 
be hired to operate NICO, the SMPP and Arctos.  There is no assurance that the Company will continue to be able to 
compete successfully in the acquisition of building materials, sourcing equipment or hiring people. 
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Environmental and Climate Change Regulation 
The operations of the Company are subject to environmental regulations promulgated by government agencies from 
time to time.  Environmental legislation provides for restrictions and prohibitions on spills, releases or emissions of 
various substances produced in association with certain mining industry operations, such as seepage from tailings 
disposal areas, which would result in environmental pollution.  A breach of such legislation may result in the 
imposition of fines and penalties.  In addition, certain types of operations require the submission and approval of 
environmental impact assessments.  Environmental legislation is evolving in a manner which means standards, 
enforcement, fines and penalties for non-compliance are more stringent.  Environmental assessments of proposed 
projects carry a heightened degree of responsibility for companies and their directors, officers and employees.  The 
Company has carried out and completed significant environmental base line studies and environmental monitoring 
to position the Company to successfully complete required environmental assessments; however, despite this, the 
Company has not been able to obtain certain environmental certificates in a timely manner due to the complexities 
of the regulatory requirements and process.  The cost of compliance with changes in governmental regulations has 
the potential to reduce the profitability of future operations.  The impacts of international or domestic climate 
agreements, carbon taxes and other potential climate change legislation are difficult to predict and are not yet fully 
understood, including impacts on capital and operating costs. 
 
Aboriginal Title and Rights Claims 
Aboriginal title and rights may be claimed with respect to Crown properties or other types of tenure with respect to 
which mining rights have been conferred.  The Company is not aware of any aboriginal land claims having been 
formally asserted or any legal actions relating to aboriginal issues having been instituted with respect to Arctos, 
NICO or the SMPP properties other than certain treaty rights established by the Tahltan and Gitxsan for Arctos and 
by the Tlicho for NICO.  The lands that surround NICO are owned by the Tlicho Government pursuant to an 
agreement between the Government of Canada, the Northwest Territories and the Tlicho Government. The 
Company is aware of certain First Nations that claim certain title and rights with respect to Crown properties related 
to the Company’s projects that may or may not be formally asserted with the Crown in order to seek comprehensive 
land claim settlements.  In 2005, the Company’s Arctos property was the subject of a blockade by a group of 
individuals, most being aboriginals, which required the Company to obtain a court injunction to remove the 
blockade.  The Company was again faced with disruptive and damaging protests at the Artcos project site towards 
the end of the 2013 summer field program. This resulted in the Company voluntarily ceasing its summer field 
program activities early and withdrawing from the project site temporarily to support a new course of mediation 
between the Government of British Columbia and the Tahltan Central Council to resolve issues that have impacted 
work in and around the Arctos project site.   For NICO, while the Company has a right of access to the NICO mine 
site under the Tlicho agreement with the Crown, an access agreement will be required between the Tlicho and the 
Company for the use of the access roads to be built through Tlicho territory to the site. During 2013, Fortune 
received a Tlicho Land Access Agreement permit, which allows the Company to complete geotechnical and other 
work needed for detailed engineering for the NICO project access road.  The Company is aware of the mutual 
benefits afforded by co-operative relationships with aboriginal communities in conducting exploration and 
development activity and is supportive of measures established to achieve such cooperation including preferential 
hiring practices, local business development activities, involvement in environmental stewardship and other forms of 
accommodation.  The Company has previously entered into a Co-operative Relationship Agreement and 
Environmental Assessment Funding Agreement with the Tlicho Government and an Environmental Assessment 
Process Funding Agreement with the Tahltan Central Council.  The Company received a Bronze Level award for 
work in PAR by the CCAB.  The PAR program is the first and only corporate responsibility assurance program in 
the world with an emphasis on aboriginal relations.  The Company has worked with guidance and support from the 
CCAB to document practices, policies and behaviours that quantify and validate the Company's commitment to 
positive and progressive aboriginal relations. The Company is committed to open and constructive dialog with 
aboriginal communities and will continue to make every effort to increase aboriginal employment and business 
through its human resources and supply chain policies.  However, certain challenges with respect to timely decision 
making may be encountered when working with First Nation governments as a result of the limited number of key 
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individuals in leadership positions, turnover of leadership personnel and delays while elections are held.  It will also 
be necessary for the Company to negotiate and enter into appropriate participation agreements with relevant First 
Nations in order to bring its projects into production and there is no assurance that the Company will be able to 
negotiate such agreements on favourable terms or at all.  In addition, other parties may dispute the Company’s title 
to the properties and the properties may be subject to prior unregistered agreements or transfers or land claims by 
aboriginal peoples, and title may be affected by undetected encumbrances or defects or government actions. 
 
Estimates of Mineral Reserves and Resources May Not be Realized 
The mineral reserve and resource estimates published from time to time by the Company with respect to its 
properties are estimates only and no assurance can be given that any particular level of recovery of minerals will in 
fact be realized or that an identified resource will ever qualify as a commercially mineable (or viable) deposit which 
can be legally and economically exploited.  Material changes in resources, grades, stripping ratios or recovery rates 
may affect the economic viability of projects.   However, through extensive investment in exploration drilling, test 
mining, bulk sampling, engineering planning and pilot plant testing, the Company has substantially mitigated and 
reduced these risks.  There is a risk that minerals recovered in small-scale laboratory and large scale pilot plant tests 
will be materially different under on-site conditions or in production scale operations.  Short-term factors, such as 
the need for orderly development of deposits or the processing of new or different grades, may have an adverse 
effect on mining operations or the results of operations.   
 
The Company has engaged expert independent technical consultants to advise it with respect to mineral reserves and 
resources and project engineering, among other things.  The Company believes that those experts are competent and 
that they have carried out their work in accordance with all internationally recognized industry standards.  However, 
if the work conducted by those experts is ultimately found to be incorrect or inadequate in any material respect, the 
Company may experience delays and increased costs in developing its properties.  
 
Health and Safety Matters  
The Company’s development and exploration projects are affected by various laws and regulations, including those 
which cover health and safety matters.  Existing legislation and regulations are subject to change, the impacts of 
which are difficult to measure.  It is the policy of the Company to maintain safe working conditions at all its work 
sites, comply with health and safety legislation, maintain equipment and premises in safe condition and ensure that 
all employees are trained and comply with safety procedures.  The Company has successfully implemented policies 
and procedures relating to health and safety matters at its project sites and has a good safety record to date. 
 
FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 
 
As at the date hereof, the Company’s financial instruments consist of: short-term investments included in cash and 
cash equivalents and reclamation security deposits, designated as financial assets measured at fair value through 
profit and loss; accounts receivable which is a financial asset designated as a receivable, measured initially at fair 
value and subsequently on the basis of amortized cost using the effective interest rate method; and accounts payable 
and accrued liabilities, interest payable, income taxes payable, current debt and capital contribution liability, which 
are financial liabilities designated as other liabilities measured initially at fair value and subsequently on the basis of 
amortized cost using the effective interest rate method.  It is management’s opinion that the Company is not exposed 
to significant interest or credit risks arising from these financial instruments.  The Company mitigates its risk by 
holding short-term investments in instruments low in risk and highly rated with large reputable financial institutions. 
 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
Additional information relating to the Company, including its current and previous year’s annual information forms 
are available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. 
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SHARE DATA 
 
As at the date hereof, the Company has 150,526,976 common shares issued and outstanding, as well as stock options 
to purchase an aggregate of 9,885,000 common shares expiring at various dates between April 21, 2014 and 
February 4, 2019 and exercisable at various prices between $0.34 and $1.67 per option.  All stock options have 
vested as at the date hereof, except for 35,000 which are exercisable at various prices between $0.41 and $0.46 and 
vest at various dates between February 25, 2014 and June 10, 2014.  
 
EVALUATION OF DISCLOSURE CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES 
 
Disclosure controls and procedures are designed to provide reasonable assurance that all relevant information is 
gathered and reported to senior management, including the Company’s Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial 
Officer, on a timely basis so that appropriate decisions can be made regarding public disclosure.  As at the end of the 
period covered by this MD&A, management of the Company, with the participation of the Chief Executive Officer 
and the Chief Financial Officer, evaluated the effectiveness of the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures as 
required by Canadian securities laws.  Based on that evaluation, the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial 
Officer have concluded that, as of the end of the period covered by this MD&A, the disclosure controls and 
procedures were effective to provide reasonable assurance that information required to be disclosed in the 
Company’s annual filings and interim filings (as such terms are defined under National Instrument 52-109 
Certification of Disclosure in Issuers’ Annual and Interim Filings of the Canadian Securities Administrators) and 
other reports filed or submitted under Canadian securities laws are recorded, processed, summarized and reported 
within the time periods specified by those laws and that material information is accumulated and communicated to 
management of the Company, including the Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer, as appropriate 
to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure. 
 
INTERNAL CONTROLS OVER FINANCIAL REPORTING 
 
Internal controls over financial reporting (“ICFR”) are designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the 
reliability of the Company’s financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements in compliance with IFRS.  
Any system of ICFR, no matter how well-designed, has inherent limitations.  Therefore, even well-designed systems 
of internal control can provide only reasonable assurance with respect to financial statement preparation and 
presentation. 
 
As at the end of the period covered by this MD&A, management of the Company, with the participation of the Chief 
Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer, evaluated the design and effectiveness of the Company’s internal 
controls over financial reporting as required by Canadian securities laws.  Based on that evaluation, the Chief 
Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer have concluded that, as of the end of the period covered by this 
MD&A, ICFR were effective to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the 
preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with GAAP.  The control framework used to 
design and assess the effectiveness of the Company's ICFR is the Internal Control - Integrated Framework (COSO 
Framework) published by The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO).  
Further, the Company uses Internal Control over Financial Reporting - Guidance for Smaller Public Companies 
published by COSO, which provides guidance to smaller public companies on the implementation of the COSO 
Framework. 
 
The Company assesses internal controls over financial reporting on an ongoing basis and, where determined 
appropriate, proactively implements enhancements to the design of controls required to support anticipated changes 
to and growth of the business.  Due to operational, financial and administrative changes planned to occur as the 
Company transforms from an exploration company to a producer, changes will be required to the Company’s 
internal controls over financial reporting in order to maintain reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of the 
Company’s financial reporting and preparation of financial statements.  Accordingly, enhancements were made to 
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the Company`s internal controls over financial reporting during the year ended December 31, 2013.  Enhancements 
included: increased segregation of duties and cross functional training within the financial accounting team; further 
centralization of purchasing process and controls and the roll-out of an authority matrix for purchasing approvals; 
and continued improvements to internal monthly reporting processes and cost analysis.  
 
The disclosure of scientific and technical information contained herein has been approved by Robin Goad, M.Sc., P. 
Geo., President and Chief Executive Officer of the Company, who is a “qualified person” under National Instrument 
43-101. 
 
This document contains certain forward-looking information. This forward-looking information includes statements 
with respect to, among other things, the proposed development of, the permitting process for, the estimated capital 
costs of and the number of employees expected to be hired for the Company’s projects. Forward-looking 
information is based on the opinions and estimates of management as well as certain assumptions at the date the 
information is given (including, in respect of the forward-looking information contained in this document, 
assumptions regarding the Company’s ability to arrange necessary financing and obtain all necessary permits for 
its projects, the capital costs of its projects and the number of employees expected to be required for its projects.  
However, such forward-looking information is subject to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors that 
could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking information. 
These factors include the inherent risks involved in the exploration and development of mineral properties, the risk 
that the Company may not be able to arrange the necessary financing to construct and operate any of its projects, 
uncertainties with respect to the receipt or timing of required permits for the development of  such projects and the 
and the risk that the capital costs of its projects will be greater than anticipated.  Readers are cautioned to not place 
undue reliance on forward-looking information because it is possible that predictions, forecasts, projections and 
other forms of forward-looking information will not be achieved by the Company.  These forward-looking 
statements are made as of the date hereof and the Company assumes no responsibility to update them or revise them 
to reflect new events or circumstances, except as required by law. 


